
Welcome back to Term 4. As I reflect on the past few months 

and our return on campus I can appreciate how much our 

lives have been impacted and changed as a result of the  

pandemic. Some of those changes are about keeping safe as 

we learn to live with COVID; wearing a mask, keeping  

physically distant, calculating room densities and modifying 

activities according to COVID-safe plans. Some changes are as 

a result of living in lockdown and being forced to slow our 

busy lives down; less extra-curricular and social activities, less 

travelling and more screen time.  

If your family gets as busy as mine then I wonder if you  

actually enjoyed not having so many after school and  

weekend appointments in your calendar and were able to 

reconnect with each other as the usual entertainments and 

distractions were removed? As we start to open up how can 

we savour the positives of lockdown and not just fall back into 

the old frantic routines? It is certainly something to ponder, 

and especially as we know the transition back to school is  

going to be hard for many of our children. We need to ensure 

we are still available to them with time to hear their concerns 

and support them as they adjust to this new COVID world. 

As excited as we are to be returning to face-to-face schooling 

we do so cautiously and with carefully considered health and 

safety plans in place. Please ensure you have reviewed our 

Guidelines emailed to you earlier this week. Mrs Raue, one of 

our College Counsellors, also made two helpful videos for our 

Junior School students, to address the very normal feelings 

they may be having and you can access them again here: Prep 

to Year 2, Year 3 to Year 6. Thank you to those parents who 

joined in our Parent Webinar this week to hear some tips on 

providing for a “Smooth Return to School”. I pray that all our 

families are feeling well supported as we return on campus in 

the coming weeks. 

As the College continues to grow there is movement of staff in 

and out of the College. In addition to the staffing news in our 

last newsletter here are a few further movements: 

• Mrs Catherine McLaren will be moving to Magdalene 

Catholic College in the new year having accepted a full 

time Drama teaching position.  

• Mrs Emily Presbury has announced she is expecting a 

baby in April and will leave us in mid Term 1. 

In 2022 we will welcome the following new teachers to the 

College: 

• Mrs Martha Dale (currently at Mountain View Adventist 

College) as a part time Mathematics teacher. 

• Mrs Kimberly Linus has been appointed as a Primary 

Classroom teacher (maternity leave replacement). 

Although we have been learning online, I am so proud of our 

teachers and students for the work they have been producing, 

and commend the rest of the newsletter to you as you see  

examples of this, and learn more about what has been  

happening in ‘the Life’ of our College in recent weeks. 

“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans 

to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and 

a future.” Jeremiah 29:11 

Mrs Naomi Wilkins     
Principal 
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https://youtu.be/JKHVmj80w84
https://youtu.be/JKHVmj80w84
https://youtu.be/E6nQA2N18cw


College News 
Fresh Start Canteen—School Lunch Orders 

The canteen will re-open Monday 25 October and operate for 

lunch orders only.  

There will be no parent/student face-to-face ordering or  

before school or recess purchases.  

Please note that there will be minimal provision for forgotten 

lunches and parents may be requested to bring lunch to their 

children if forgotten. 

Below are the canteen links for parents to order lunch 

when students return:  

Via our website: 

https://www.opac.nsw.edu.au/home/parent-portal/ 

Flexi schools website directly: 

https://www.flexischools.com.au/ 

https://www.opac.nsw.edu.au/home/parent-portal/
https://www.flexischools.com.au/


Term 4 Home Edition of Book Club! 

Please look out for your physical catalogues for a BUMPER 

CHRISTMAS ISSUE 7 arriving once our College reopens.  

 

In the meantime, while we are still schooling from home, 

Scholastics have created this special digital catalogue for  

parents to keep their children inspired to read and learn, with 

8 additional pages of fun Home Learning ideas and  

delivery available direct to the home!  

Transport for NSW has moved the School Student Transport 

Scheme (SSTS) information and application portal to 

transportnsw.info. This is an exciting step in helping schools 

and families find all their travel information in the one place. 

From October 1 2021, customers who visit the SSTS website 

at https://apps.transport.nsw.gov.au/ssts for school student 

travel will be automatically redirected to https://

transportnsw.info/tickets-opal/ticket-eligibility-concessions/

school-student-travel.  

This means, no matter how customers try to access school 

travel information, they will land in the right place. 

 

 

 

 

 

School Travel - Term 4 2021  

Applications for student travel in 2022 opened on Tuesday 

12 October 2021. 

For more details please see information on following pages.

Return to School Information 

To coincide with the staggered return of students, all school 

buses and normal weekday timetables will be returning from 

Monday 18 October 2021 . 

Please refer to the TfNSW Trip Planner:  

www.transportnsw.info for additional details.  

All enquiries should be made directly to Busabout: 

Phone No.: 02 4631 4200 

Email: customerservice@busabout.com.au  

https://scholastic.e-newsletter.com.au/link/id/zzzz615cd0ba676d0677Pzzzz53a7b7708d69f699/page.html
https://scholastic.e-newsletter.com.au/link/id/zzzz615cfd579755c911Pzzzz53a7b7708d69f699/page.html
https://scholastic.e-newsletter.com.au/link/id/zzzz615cfd5794714364Pzzzz53a7b7708d69f699/page.html
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Fapps.transport.nsw.gov.au%2Fssts/1/0108017c5429e72d-4baa9450-e036-4710-bc49-0cea68854553-000000/cGZnah1n9xv9Zd4LE0T1gY6nxWg=19
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fticket-eligibility-concessions%2Fschool-student-travel/1/0108017c5429e72d-4baa9450-e036-4710-bc49-0cea68854553-000000/VL3ugp0wFy5wk1IuobA2_1u_Y6M=19
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fticket-eligibility-concessions%2Fschool-student-travel/1/0108017c5429e72d-4baa9450-e036-4710-bc49-0cea68854553-000000/VL3ugp0wFy5wk1IuobA2_1u_Y6M=19
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fticket-eligibility-concessions%2Fschool-student-travel/1/0108017c5429e72d-4baa9450-e036-4710-bc49-0cea68854553-000000/VL3ugp0wFy5wk1IuobA2_1u_Y6M=19
http://www.transportnsw.info/
mailto:customerservice@busabout.com.au
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School Travel - Term 4 2021  

https://transportnsw.info/school-travel-apply
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fticket-eligibility-concessions%2Fschool-student-travel%2Fupdate-school-travel-pass/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/jKtsIqSyvdya-5
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Fschool-travel-apply/2/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/ltqwk1MvubMJgnmTKDa_TBdryBQ=20
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Fschool-term-bus-pass/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/e8jlSNrG2vjy5PaX07PMVj7zh4s=20


School Student Transport Scheme site change  

On 1 October 2021 the School Transport Scheme (SSTS) information and application  

portal was moved to transportnsw.info. This will assist families to find all their travel  

information in the one place. 

 

Travel from Term 1 2022  

We ask that parents plan ahead and make sure their child knows which service/s to use 

and has a valid ticket to travel; either a School Opal card or Child/Youth Opal card 

(within Greater Sydney) or a School Travel Pass (outside Greater Sydney), from the start 

of the school year. 

Applications for the School Student Travel Scheme (SSTS) open at the start of Term 4 

2021 for travel in 2022, so parents/students can apply or update details early and be 

ready for the start of the new school year. 

Most students using the Opal network will not need a new Opal card and can continue 

travelling on their existing card each year. 

The start of the year is a difficult period for local bus operators, and students travelling 

without a valid ticket make service planning and operations increasingly difficult. 

We recognise that for some families last minute changes to school enrolments mean 

they may not have a School Opal card or Travel Pass for the start of term. In the Opal 

network, we strongly encourage these families to have their children travel on a  

Child/Youth Opal card until they receive their valid School Opal card. If outside Greater 

Sydney, parents should contact their local bus operator to discuss their travel needs. 

Bus operators are flexible and understanding, particularly at the start of the school year, 

and will ensure students can travel safely to and from school. But to best support our 

operators we encourage all students to have a valid ticket, as early as possible, from the 

start of the school year. 

Please also remember that students using Opal cards must tap on and tap off in line 

with the Student code of conduct and Opal terms of use. 

Further information can be found at transportnsw.info/travel-info/using-public-transport/school-travel 

Enquiries can be submitted at transportnsw.info/contact-us/feedback/passes-concessions-feedback  

https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Fschool-travel-apply/3/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/NebTLBgGcgT8dkke9o5LjsEMWyw=20
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fticket-eligibility-concessions%2Fschool-student-travel%2Fupdate-school-travel-pass/2/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/sJZqb6B7gUSPI0
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Foperators/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/U69cWY74rRE_-4S069EP9QBRu24=20
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Fstudent-code-conduct/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/fXRitpn6bvLJRoX9oGEvdRRvkoU=20
https://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/https:%2F%2Ftransportnsw.info%2Ftickets-opal%2Fopal%2Fopal-terms-of-use/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/zh5vcQQ9mONsQoBe_JFKGP7eWoU=20
http://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/transportnsw.info%2Ftravel-info%2Fusing-public-transport%2Fschool-travel/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/UBA4hdzTrTPcgXcMGd5z2UwI6f0=20
http://fk0cp4z1.r.ap-southeast-2.awstrack.me/L0/transportnsw.info%2Fcontact-us%2Ffeedback%2Fpasses-concessions-feedback/1/0108017c77bc8641-130c5da4-5095-45f5-9729-2f8c75fb825e-000000/Ag2rRd2CuPtQPJ6J6_X5c7CjHwc=20




Parking Issues Raised by Camden Council 

We have been contacted by Camden Council in relation to 

parking issues during school drop off and pick up times.  

Issues raised by the Council include: 

·    Disobeying No Stopping signs 

·    Obstructing roadway 

·    Parking across driveways / garages 

·    Parking facing the wrong direction 

We have been advised that rangers will be monitoring 

this situation and fines will be issued to anyone not  

following the Australian Road Rules. 

Council is aware that not all parents and carers are  

parking in an unsafe manner and wish to express their  

appreciation in maintaining this area for those drivers  

doing the right thing. 

Below is a copy of the school parking brochure provided by 

the Council.  

Please remember to be courteous when picking up and 

dropping off in surrounding streets.  







Mrs Jenny Squire 
Deputy Principal -                     
Head of Junior School  

Some of you might be familiar with the book Little Women, by 

Louisa May Alcott. Written in 1869, it tells the story of the 

lives of the four March sisters: Jo, Beth, Amy and Meg as they 

grow from children into young women. They face all sorts of 

challenges as they navigate their way through life and I think 

this quote from the book provides an interesting perspective 

on facing challenge. It is a reminder that challenges often  

provide the opportunity to grow and develop new strengths. 

We are teaching our children to not be afraid as they learn to 

sail their ship through the storm. This is a life-long learning 

journey. 

We have each faced many different challenges over the past 

4 months. Our lives have changed at home, at work and at 

school. We have navigated our families through these  

changes and tried to instil courage and perseverance in our 

children. We are now looking forward to returning to many of 

the activities that have been on hold while in lockdown. One 

of these is returning to College to recommence face to face 

learning. Our Junior School teachers are looking forward to 

having their classes back and are busy preparing to welcome 

Prep, Kindergarten, Year 1 and Year 2 on Monday 18 October, 

and Years 3-6 the following Monday (25 October). 

We know that each child will feel differently about the  

prospect of returning. Some will be excited to be back with 

teachers and friends, while others may feel more hesitant 

and some may be feeling quite worried. Louise Raue, one of 

our College Counsellors, has put together a couple of videos 

to help children in Prep-2 and 3-6 think through some of the 

questions they may have about returning to College. Here are 

the links: 

• Prep to Year 2: https://youtu.be/JKHVmj80w84  

• Year 3 to Year 6: https://youtu.be/E6nQA2N18cw 

I strongly recommend you watch these with your children 

before they return to College, and encourage them to discuss 

their thoughts. Our teachers have planned a range of  

activities to help children re-connect with each other during 

the next couple of weeks. If you are concerned about how 

your child is feeling, please reach out to our College  

counsellors, your child’s teacher, Mr Przydacz or myself. Our 

children are going to need time to adjust to being back in the 

classroom and we are here to help them and support you 

during this time. 

I am looking forward to seeing our Prep, Kindergarten, Year 1 

and Year 2 children back on Monday. 

“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be  

discouraged, for the LORD your God will be with you wherever 

you go.” Joshua 1:9 

 

https://youtu.be/JKHVmj80w84
https://youtu.be/E6nQA2N18cw


Early Stage One 

Prep and Kindergarten have started Term 4 with new  

enthusiasm and excitement for learning. We are looking 

forward to returning to on-campus learning next week and 

have spent time on Zoom with our teachers and with our 

parents at home talking about what it will be like to come 

back to College. 

Prep are very excited to play in their new playground that 

has been built while we’ve been learning online. They are 

looking forward to being together again in the classroom 

and continuing their unit on gardens and learning about the 

parts of plants, plants we can eat and the creepy crawlies 

we might find in the garden. 

Kindergarten have learned so many sounds throughout the 

year. They started Term 4 with two more digraphs and are 

already using them to read and write new words. We have 

enjoyed watching our favourite character Geraldine Giraffe 

as she finds things that have our new sounds in them.  

In Maths we have been using our reasoning skills as we 

looked at different ways to make numbers and learning how 

we can show our thinking using objects and drawings. 

We have been joining our class zoom meetings every day 

with our teachers and friends to share our news, play games 

and read stories together. We are really looking forward to 

seeing each other in person next week. 

       Mrs Ferdarico 



Stage One 

What an amazing start to Term 4 we have had in Stage 1! 

This week in Visual Arts, we studied the Australian Artist, Sir 

Sidney Nolan. Students learnt about the artist and viewed 

some artworks based on Ned Kelly. They then recreated 

their own. What amazing talent we have in Stage 1. 

We have also been learning about fractions in Mathematics. 

After creating some fruit fractions on paper, some students 

decided to make a real fruit kebab as a treat. How delicious! 

In Science and Technology, we are leaning about Digital 

Technologies. Stage 1 students found many examples of 

hardware and software around their house. We are so 

thankful for digital technologies whilst we have been  

learning from home. 

Whilst we have been having fun learning from home, we 

are counting down the sleeps until we can all be together 

again. We can’t wait to see you on Monday, Stage 1! 

       Mrs Whary  



Stage Two 

Stage 2 have had a busy start to Term 4! Once again, we find 

ourselves engaged in online lessons (we are getting to be  

experts in all things tech!) but are excited to be on the  

countdown to get back into our classrooms and learning  

together. 

Literacy lessons in Year 3 have us exploring informational 

texts and the features that we need to use when writing a 

text to give instructions. We are building our knowledge and 

are excited to bring our learning back into the classroom and 

test out how good our texts are in instructing others on how 

to make something!  

Year 4 have dived into their unit of learning on Poetry. I have 

been excited to read some of the beautiful examples of  

poetry that they have been producing already! 

Stage 2 are exploring world studies units on different  

agricultural processes and on the changing states of matter. 

These units lend themselves to lots of experimenting and  

observation. It has been great to see everyone getting  

involved in tasks while at home. We are looking forward to 

studying these further when we are back at College. 

Creative Arts has found our Stage 2 students exploring facial 

expression and the use of body language and voice to portray 

emotions and build character. It has been a lot of fun  

guessing each other’s emotions through photos and voice 

recordings!  

We are looking forward to another week of online learning 

but not as much as we are looking forward to getting back 

into our classrooms with the students in Stage 2! It will not be 

long until we are all back together learning where we do 

best! 

       Mrs Watkins 



Stage Three 

Welcome back to Term 4. We hope you all had a restful 

break.  It is hard to believe that we are reaching the end of 

the year and our Year 6’s will be finishing off their primary 

education. 

 Years 5 and 6 have successfully navigated home learning 

and have continued in our routines. Last term we engaged 

with the text The Silver Sword for our English studies and 

this term we are looking at the amazing world of poetry. 

Years 5 and 6 will get the opportunity to investigate what 

poetry is, the elements used to compose poetry, discuss 

the different types of poems and compose our own.  

We are currently 

completing our 

unit on Space, in 

which students 

have had the  

opportunity to 

explore and  

research different aspects of space and the planets in our 

Solar System. Our next unit of work will be on electricity so 

get ready to be zapped with our knowledge.  

 

This term we have introduced our Spelling Mastery classes 

to Zoom. We have enjoyed getting back into the routine of 

these structured lessons, even if it is delivered a little 

differently. Our Maths groups have continued and we have 

looked at a range of concepts whilst studying online.  

Students are wowing us with their handwriting and  

applying the skills they are learning in grammar to their 

daily writing. We have continued to learn about our  

amazing God in Christian Studies and showed off our  

artistic abilities during CAPA activities. 

It is getting closer to coming back to College and continuing 

our learning in our classrooms. We are very excited about 

seeing our friends again but some of us are feeling a little 

anxious as well, it has been quite a while and will be  

another change in routine, although being back will be a 

great way for Stage 3 to finish off their year.   

“Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, 

by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your  

requests to God.  And the peace of God, which transcends 

all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in 

Christ Jesus.” Philippians 4:6-7                           

      Mrs Worthington                                                                 



Mr Michael Newton 

Deputy Principal -                       

Head of Senior School 

 

Welcome back to Term 4. It is wonderful to know that it is 

only a few more days until we will be back to teaching our 

students face-to-face again. As I have written many times  

before, relationships are at the heart of education, and it is so 

much more difficult to build relationships when we are either 

side of a screen. 

As we return, there is no doubt our students, staff and  

parents are feeling a range of emotions. My encouragement 

to everyone, however, is to be optimistic.  

I have a well-worn book on my shelf called ‘Learned  

Optimism’ by Martin Seligman, the world-renowned positive 

psychologist. I pulled it out this week, thinking about how 

there would likely be many in our community feeling anxious 

for the return to school, and was reminded of how important 

it is to be optimistic, and that it comes through having faith, 

hope and community. 

Seligman describes how the increasing prevalence of  

depression correlates with the gradual erosion of these three 

elements, faith, hope and community, in society over the 

past fifty or so years. The book is now thirty years old, and I 

would suggest we have not, as a society, improved much 

since its first publication, with levels of depression and  

mental illness worsening further throughout lockdown. 

Seligman writes, ‘Faith in God, community, nation and the 

large extended family have all eroded in the last forty years, 

and the spiritual furniture that we used to sit in has become 

threadbare”. He goes on to contend that while we live in a 

much more prosperous, educated, and powerful society, we 

are more depressed, disconnected, and unhappy than ever 

before. The link it seems, is where our focus has shifted to, 

and that it seems, is ‘self’. 

I have written of the failures of the self-esteem movement 

previously and at this time I want to again encourage  

everyone to shift our focus, to how faith in God, hope for the 

future and community relationships are the key to a bright 

and optimistic return to normal life. A servant-hearted  

mindset, as opposed to a self-centred mindset is what we 

need right now.  

As we return to College, there will be changes to the way we 

do things, so let’s remain optimistic and shift our focus to 

how we might be servant-hearted, not self-centred. We will 

have to wear masks, and we will do this, to serve one  

another. We will need to keep physical distances, and we 

will do this, to serve one another. We will have to forgo 

some of the activities we enjoy, and we will do this, to serve 

one another.  

We can have faith that God is in control, and we can do our 

part by caring for and protecting each other. That’s  

community. That will give us hope.  



A Handful of HSIE  

Geography Year 8 

Students this term begin a study of ‘Water in the World’. 

As an introductory activity, students needed to find  

examples of the following forms/states of water in their 

home: 

• Liquid Water 

• Solid Water 

• Gaseous Water 

• Water being saved 

• Water being misused 

• Water that is clean 

• Water that is dirty 

Students came up with a range of ideas. Here are some 

examples from 8B: Solid Water  

(Alyse-Rose Meacham) 

Liquid Water  

(Joshua Davison) 

Gaseous Water  

(Chelsea Renouf) 

Water being saved  

(Jaxyn Poll) 

Water that is dirty  

(Iszac Sammut) 

Water being misused  

(Eryn Weeks) 



Extreme History 

In our study of Crime and Punishment, we have been 

looking at the changing ways ‘crime’ was defined in  

England’s history, and the different punishments that  

reflected the values of the time. 

Students learnt about the idea of ‘trial by ordeal’ as a 

method to leave the verdict to God to deliver, before 

technological advances that should support the  

establishment of guilt or innocence. 

Some examples of trial by ordeal include: 

• Trial by Hot Iron – the accused would hold a hot 

iron and if the wound started to heal in 3 days, the 

person was innocent. 

• Trial by Cold Water – if the accused floated, they 

were guilty and if they sank, they were innocent. 

• Trial by Blessed Bread – the accused would eat a 

piece of bread or cake and if they choked or 

coughed, they would be guilty. 

• Trial by Combat – the accused fought the accuser 

until one was killed or unable to continue and they 

were judged as guilty. 

Students had the opportunity to design a ‘trial by ordeal’ 

and here is one example designed by Lachlan Haack:  

“The trial by Shot, the accused would be given a bow and 1 arrow and told to hit a target a distance 

away, if he hit the shot it was because his shot was guided by God and he was innocent. If it 
missed, he was guilty and God damned his shot to miss.” 



The Phenomena that is PDHPE 

Year 7 PDHPE 

This term Year 7 are investigating Health and Lifelong  

Physical Active. During this unit, students will discover,  

create and share their ideas on physical activity and in  

particular at Oran Park Anglican College!  

This is a project-based learning 

unit which encourages the  

students to take ownership 

over their health whilst  

showing leadership throughout 

the unit. Students during this 

unit will be encouraged to use 

the Habit of Powerful Learner by being able to think  

interdependently. 

Year 9 PDHPE 

Aussie, Aussie, Aussie – oi, oi, oi! This unit focuses on  

utilising aquatic themes, students explore personal  

attitudes, beliefs and personal relationships and will  

develop skills in making informed decisions, refusal tactics 

and leadership.  

Bronze e-Lifesaving teaches 

students survival skills,  

rescue techniques and basic 

emergency and first aid care 

for managing situations 

where their own or others’ 

wellbeing and safety may be 

at risk. This will then link into our section on sun safety 

and its impacts and risks. Throughout this unit, students 

will participate in practical lessons that Aussies enjoy  

doing at BBQ’s – croquet, boule, bocce, finska, kubb, and 

cricket! What a great covid-safe unit to come back too!  

Year 8 PDHPE 

‘Mind, Body, Spirit’: 1 Thessalonians 5:23:  "Now may the 

God of peace Himself sanctify you entirely; and may your 

spirit and soul and body be preserved complete, without 

blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." ... And may 

your whole spirit, soul, and body be kept sound and  

blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." 

The unit for Year 8 focuses on the connection between how 

the mind (mental health), body (physical activity) and spirit 

(connection to God) work together to create the best 

health for an individual. It will look at the 5 dimensions of 

health and how they can affect each other. This is an  

integrated unit of work. Students will be encouraged to 

gather data through their senses as well as thinking flexibly 

in a variety of different situation. 

Year 10 PDHPE 

Year 10 will be focussing on 

mental health, mental  

illnesses and support  

networks as well as the  

importance of healthy 

eating and physical activity 

for their mind – what a 

great unit to come back to College to after the challenges 

that we have had with Covid!  

Dealing with the stigma of mental illness is also discussed. 

Help seeking behaviours, and where people go for  

support and information is a topic of discussion. Students 

will develop their skills of being able to identify relevant 

health services that meet specific needs. They will need to 

research what services are out there for people with a 

mental illness and furthermore, provide advice for  

someone who may be experiencing mental health issues. 



Design and Technology  

Year 11 Visual Arts 

Last term Year 11 Visual Arts students were asked to  

create an artwork that reinvented a famous historical  

artwork by using a different media from the original or 

rearranging the composition.  

Jai Cooper chose this famous artwork called Napoleon 

crossing the Alps because he liked the appearance of the 

rearing horse and the political message the work  

communicated.  

He was intrigued by this artwork because it represented 

the horse that Napoleon supposedly went into battle 

with, when historical records say it was actually a donkey. 

His sculpture is a mixture of the features of this donkey 

and the rumoured horse the French emperor rode across 

the French Alps. 

 

Jai sourced sticks and lichen from his local area, along 

with rope, bike parts and hot glue to make this artwork. 

The bike parts were introduced to give the artwork a  

mechanical feel indicating the control Napoleon  

reportedly had over his ‘horse’. The red bike chain  

references the flapping cape seen in the original artwork.  

Jai experienced some difficultly when assembling the  

natural materials and had to pull the form apart several 

times until the shape was right. The nose was particularly 

difficult to shape.  



The English Chronicle 

Chief Editor: W. Shakespeare    Date: Very Ye Olde 

Apothecary to fix your scabs and sores.: C. McLaren (very discrete) 

Paper girl: J. Soane (toss her a coin ... no buttons please) 

Breaking News! 

Year 8 are learning 

about the Australian 

journey! 

 

Sub-Editor: Squire J. Little  

Sketch artist: Lady M. Manthos 

Students have been reading The Happiest Refugee, an 

inspiring memoir fiction about the resilience required 

to harness individual strengths amidst adversity.  

Students have reflected on how cultural backgrounds 

and historical events shape the attitudes of future 

generations.  

Students have been following the ‘PETAL’ process to 

craft insightful paragraphs on ‘courage’ and ‘hardship’. 

Classroom discussions on how these concepts are 

seen in our own lives have allowed students to  

practise building compassion towards others by  

listening to the challenges and triumphs of their 

peers. Engaging in a close reading of the text has  

encouraged our students to critically interpret and 

analyse ideas and think deeply about how textual 

themes can transcend generations and time to create 

enduring meaning.  

Students have also reflected on their mind-mapping 

skills this term, by thinking of ways to generate more 

insightful ideas and embed elevated vocabulary at the 

beginning of the PETAL writing process.  

We are incredibly proud of this group and are looking 

forward to returning to the College shortly. 



Duke of Edinburgh Spotlight  

Duke of Ed Spotlight 

As we approach the end of a tumultuous year, many of us 

might start thinking about what 2022 will hold. Current 

Year 8 students will be presented with the opportunity to 

undertake the challenges of the Bronze Duke of  

Edinburgh’s Award and students from Year 9 and above 

can join the program at any age-appropriate level of the 

Award. 

The Award is a leading structured youth development 

program, empowering all young Australians aged 14-24 to 

explore their full potential and find their purpose, passion 

and place in the world, regardless of their location or  

circumstance. Today more than 130 countries have  

adopted The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award 

program with over 8 million young people having  

participated worldwide.   

To achieve an Award, each young person must learn a 

skill, improve their physical wellbeing, volunteer in their 

community and experience a team adventure in a new 

environment. Achieving an Award recognises individual 

goal setting and self-improvement through persistence 

and achievement. 

Through this challenging journey of self-discovery, our 

Participants: 

• Are equipped and empowered to achieve their  

personal best 

• Learn to take responsibility for their goals and 

choices 

• Become connected to and actively engaged within 

their immediate community 

• Make a real difference to society through their  

positive contributions and involvement 

• Learn to persevere and overcome barriers to  

success 

• Learn important life skills 

• Increase their career opportunities 

The Award framework is as follows. In the following 

weeks, each Duke of Ed Spotlight will focus in on one of 

these core components. 



Mrs Mertzanakis and Mrs Chow 

Congratulations to Logan Harris 

who has been offered a scholarship 

and place at Dordt University to 

continue his education and career in 

baseball. Dordt University is a  

Christian University in Sioux Centre, 

Iowa. Logan will be studying Health 

and Human Performance with an 

emphasis on Exercise Science. He 

will be competing as an Outfielder 

and Pitcher in The Great Plains  

Athletic Conference (GPAC),  

affiliated with the National Association of Intercollegiate  

Athletics. This is a fantastic achievement and the culmination 

of Logan’s efforts in pursuing his post-school aspirations.  

We wish Logan all the best!  

AVCAT Scholarships 

 

 

 

 

Applications for 2022 AVCAT Scholarships close 31  

October 2021. 

Apply online at avcat.org.au. 

AVCAT Scholarships are for the children and grandchildren 

of Australian ex-serving veterans.  

To be eligible students must be: 

• The child, stepchild, foster child, or grandchild of an 

Australian ex-serving veteran 

• An Australian citizen or permanent resident 

• Enrolled, or planning to enrol in a full-time course 

at an Australian university, TAFE or registered  

training organisation in 2022 

• In receipt of, or eligible to receive, Centrelink  

payments including Youth Allowance, ABSTUDY, 

Austudy or an accepted means-tested  

Commonwealth government payment in 2022 

https://avcat.org.au/


Mrs Clisdell  

Head of PDHPE Senior School   

 
SENIOR SCHOOL 

SENIOR SCHOOL 

Conquer the World Challenge 

As term 4 has started with online leaning, now is a really 

good time to get out and EXERCISE! Please send through your 

Conquer the World Challenge KM’s through to your House 

Captains!  

Carmichael: 

 Alyssa Oudshoorn aoudshoorn@student.opac.nsw.edu.au 

Lewis: 

Marne Seymour: mseymour@student.opac.nsw.edu.au 

Liddell: 

Jai Cooper: jcooper@student.opac.nsw.edu.au 

Wilberforce: 

Evan Gardner: egardner@student.opac.nsw.edu.au 

 

If you are struggling for some physical activity ideas, here are 

some websites that can provide you with some remote sporting 

ideas:  

https://www.youthsporttrust.org/resources/coronavirus-

support/60-second-physical-activity-challenges 

https://www.sportaus.gov.au/schools/active-at-home 

Remember to get outside and move—Our bodies are designed 

to move!  

Close down screens and go for a walk—the Spring weather is 

beautiful! 

mailto:aoudshoorn@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
mailto:mseymour@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
mailto:jcooper@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
mailto:egardner@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/resources/coronavirus-support/60-second-physical-activity-challenges
https://www.youthsporttrust.org/resources/coronavirus-support/60-second-physical-activity-challenges
https://www.sportaus.gov.au/schools/active-at-home


I commend this helpful video from Dr Michael Carr-Gregg on 

helping our kids to transition smoothly and also the other 

resources we have produced from Oran Park Anglican  

College to help our community. 

• Schooltv - https://opac.nsw.schooltv.me/

wellbeing_news/special-report-coronavirus-transition-

back  

• Oran Park Anglican College Parenting Seminar:  

‘Smooth Transition to School’: 

https://tascmeet.zoom.us/rec/

share/9z_h65QYCu2ovj5J_T7rJbNEJpvibkKLD1RtXH-

zdH3c0aUrGCk3KF-6IjL_Fxta.V-jx6U7Ws_oFBQiH 

• Resources for the kids to help them think and process 

their return: 

Prep /Year 2: https://youtu.be/JKHVmj80w84  

Year 3 to Year 6: https://youtu.be/E6nQA2N18cw 

As we face another season of 

change and transition, back to a 

‘new normal’ let me encourage 

you all to lean on the ancient  

wisdom from Proverbs 16:9 “We 

make our plans- but the Lords 

determines our steps” 

It has been wonderful to have some plans finally happen 

rather than ‘cancelled’ – and to be able to come back  

together, to shop, picnic, eat and visit with friends and  

family. Even though my young adult son has grown a full, 

shaggy beard – it was so wonderful to see him again and 

have a huge hug!! The joy of reconnection should remind us 

of how important our relationships and communities are.  

We are delighted to be welcoming our students back to 

campus very soon and our staff are not only continuing with 

their online teaching but planning and preparing for a safe 

and smooth return to campus life. We have sent out  

surveys to all our staff and students to gain deeper  

understanding of how we can be extra supportive at this 

time.   

We are aware that as parents and carers, our roles at home 

have changed significantly in this time. Hopefully, there 

have been some unexpected joys despite the  

insurmountable challenges. I would like to take the time, to 

express my gratitude to you, as parents for all the effort and 

care you have taken to mentor, teach, guide, facilitate your 

kids during this season of learning at home. No doubt, you 

have mixed feelings about the return to school and I  

encourage you to keep sharing those with your friends and 

networks and perhaps even keep the slower pace, altered 

priorities and emphasis on togetherness that has been such 

a big part of this lockdown. 

Ms Kirsten Philips 

Director of Wellbeing and 

Christian Education  
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